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Abstract
In the United States and across the globe, demographic
trends have coalesced to produce an increasingly diverse
set of family structures, fueling international interest in
exploring diverse family structures as key developmental
contexts for adults and children. Given the persistence of
research focused on well-being differences across family
structures, and in order to move this research into the
future productively, it is critical to rigorously chart and
evaluate how this research is being conducted. In this scop-
ing review, we evaluate 283 studies that examined associa-
tions between family structure and well-being. We reflect
on dominant methodological trends across four primary
domains: (a) approaches to measuring family structure,
(b) approaches to analyzing associations between family
structure and well-being, (c) the application of theory, and
(d) conceptualizations of well-being. In evaluating observ-
able trends, we offer recommendations for rethinking
where we can (and perhaps should) go next to better
understand and support contemporary families.
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INTRODUCTION

In the United States and across the globe, demographic trends have coalesced to produce an 
increasingly diverse set of family structures, fueling international interest in exploring diverse 
family structures as key developmental contexts for adults and children (Raley & 
Sweeney, 2020; Sassler & Lichter, 2020; Umberson & Thomeer, 2020). From researchers to 
policymakers to laypersons, family structure is often pointed to as consequential to well-being.
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Rarely, however, is attention given to critical analysis of the methodological underpinnings of
research examining this premise. Given the persistence of research focused on well-being differ-
ences across family structures, efforts are warranted to ensure methodological approaches accu-
rately capture ever-changing family experiences, avoid perpetuating myths or monolithic
stereotypes about particular family structures, and yield accurate, nuanced, and contextualized
findings that can inform practice and policy to strengthen and support youth and adults living
in diverse family structures (Russell, Coleman, & Ganong, 2018). To evaluate recent literature
along these fronts, we present a scoping review of published research from the turn of
century onward that focuses on associations between family structure and well-being. Scoping
review methodology is suitable when the aim is to examine broadly how research is being con-
ducted on a certain topic (Munn et al., 2018). We highlight trends in this literature and offer
recommendations for the conduct of research moving forward.

Trends in family demography

Scholarly interest in well-being across diverse family structures can be linked to several demo-
graphic trends in high-income and other countries that have given rise to increasingly dynamic
and diverse family structures. First, an increasing number of children are part of sexual and
gender minority families (including families with lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer,
asexual, intersex, and other [LGBTQAI+] parents or family members; Reczek, 2020). Second,
rates of individuals currently married or ever married have declined over time, whereas rates of
nonmarital cohabitation have increased (Sassler & Lichter, 2020), giving rise to both a growing
number of never-married, single-parent families and cohabiting families. Third, although
declining since their peak in the 1980s, divorce rates remain notably high and have even
increased among individuals aged 50 or older (Raley & Sweeney, 2020). Fourth, remarriage is
common; individuals in remarriages represent an ever-increasing share of all married individ-
uals (Raley & Sweeney, 2020). Fifth, because most remarriages (63%; Stykes & Guzzo, 2015)
include stepchildren, rates of stepfamily formation (i.e., families in which one or both adults in
a new committed relationship bring a child or children from a previous relationship) are high,
and rates of cohabiting stepfamilies are even higher (Ganong & Coleman, 2017). Finally, there
is structural complexity within stepfamilies. Stepfamily formation can result in stepsibling rela-
tionships (i.e., children who are not genetically related but are linked to each other because their
parents have partnered) and half-sibling relationships (i.e., children who share a biological con-
nection to one parent only), producing horizontal structural complexity that is often overlooked
(Sanner et al., 2018; Sanner & Jensen, 2021). Together, these demographic trends (among
others) have contributed to a family structure landscape that is rich and vast.

Extant reviews of literature

In response to the diversification of family forms, researchers have devoted attention to examin-
ing associations between family structure and dimensions of well-being, and recent efforts have
been made to synthesize this literature. For instance, Cavanagh and Fomby (2019) and Hadfield
et al. (2018) conducted systematic reviews of studies examining the “instability hypothesis,” a
stress mediation perspective that posits a link between family transitions and developmental out-
comes via stress and its effects (e.g., changes in parenting practices). Evidence related to this
hypothesis appears to be mixed, with variation across specific outcomes, types and timing of tran-
sitions, and family contexts (Cavanagh & Fomby, 2019; Hadfield et al., 2018). Sanner
et al. (2018) synthesized research focused on half-sibling and stepsibling relationships, including
associations between sibling complexity and individual outcomes. This literature is marked by



growing methodological sophistication, although studies also continue to foreground a deficit-
comparison perspective by which dynamics related to half- and stepsibling relationships are con-
trasted with those of full biological siblings in nuclear families (M. Coleman et al., 2000; Sanner
et al., 2018). Senkowski et al. (2019) conducted a systematic review focused on family-structure
measures used specifically in studies seeking to predict adolescent risk behaviors. This review
found that studies often incorporate unidimensional assessments of family structure, such as
whether a family is “intact” or “non-intact,” whether a family transition has occurred, parental
marital status, or the reported sex of the head-of-household (Senkowski et al., 2019).

In the context of a broader literature review featured in the 2020 Decade in Review issue of
the Journal of Marriage and Family, Raley and Sweeney (2020) summarized research related to
individual well-being in the context of divorce and repartnership. Their review presented strong
evidence in support of an association between divorce and decreases in adults’ mental health.
The review also concluded that family transitions can reduce children’s well-being, although
this observed association might be spurious in some contexts. Selection effects (i.e., the propen-
sity of experiencing a family transition due to individual characteristics, which are also associ-
ated with well-being; e.g., Jensen et al., 2017, 2014) have been posited to be a primary
explanation of spurious associations between family structure and well-being.

Rationale of current scoping review

Although extant reviews have generated valuable syntheses of literature related to diverse fam-
ily structures and their associations with other variables of interest, there remain important
opportunities to rigorously chart and evaluate the conduct of research focused on associations
between family structure and well-being. That is, whereas most previous reviews overview sub-
sets of research findings from this literature, we stand to benefit from a review that overviews
how such research is being conducted—a task for which scoping review methodology is well
suited. A broad, scoping review of the literature could be useful and instructive on several
fronts. For one, it is not clear which specific family structures have been either studied often or
largely overlooked. Building on the work of Senkowski et al. (2019), a scoping review could
attend to this issue and reach beyond a focus on youth adjustment outcomes and examine a
larger body of studies focused on well-being more broadly. It would also be useful to determine
whether research in this area has been guided by relevant theory, and if so, which theories have
demonstrated utility and promise. Especially warranted are efforts to assess whether theories
associated with race have been thoughtfully applied to studies of family structure; scholars have
illustrated how placing emphasis on family structure can mask racial stratification in family
research (Cross, 2020; D. Williams, 2017; D. T. Williams, 2019). In addition, to our knowledge
there does not exist a rigorous and detailed overview of the precise analytic approaches used by
researchers to study associations between family structure and well-being in recent years. An
overview of this sort could generate valuable insights and recommendations for future research.
Taken together, a scoping review of research on well-being across diverse family structures
could be an asset to scholars who are situated within this area of study.

At this point, a few caveats are worth highlighting. The utility of research focused on
well-being differences across diverse family structures is often argued to be its ability to highlight
important variation in family experience with respect to family composition and structural charac-
teristics. In addition to a family systems perspective (Cox & Paley, 1997), these arguments generally
align with the transactional model as articled by Hetherington et al. (1998). The transactional model
posits that family structure can influence well-being through its ability to (a) shape family processes
and (b) yield economic change and stress when family structure shifts (Hetherington et al., 1998).
Although we acknowledge these perspectives, we do not necessarily aim to encourage a between-
group approach to the study of well-being across diverse family structures. A between-group



approach centers differences between family structures, often positioning stable, two-parent, bio-
logically related families as the standard of comparison—an approach reflecting a deficit-
comparison perspective (M. Coleman et al., 2000), a “nuclear family bias” (Gamache, 1997), and
other issues raised in recent calls to surface family privilege (Letiecq, 2019).

Consistent with a normative-adaptive perspective and admonitions from family scholars at
the turn of the century (M. Coleman et al., 2000; Sweeney, 2010), we generally advocate for a
within-group approach to the study of diverse family structures. A within-group approach
centers malleable processes within a particular family structure that are linked to variation in
well-being (e.g., Jensen, 2017; Jensen & Lippold, 2018). Such malleable processes can, once
identified, be leveraged by programs, practices, and policies to promote well-being in families
of a particular structure. Nevertheless, as will soon be made clear by our scoping review find-
ings, research marked by the between-group approach persists well into the 21st century. Conse-
quently, our goal is to review existing scholarship focused on well-being across diverse family
structures in order to chart where we have been and to rethink where we can—and perhaps
should—go next to better understand and support contemporary families.

For the purposes of this scoping review, we incorporate the following inclusive definition of
well-being: any indicator of the general welfare, health, and adjustment of adults, children, and
families. We conceptualize family structure as a general representation of a family system’s
composition, dyadic components, and/or relationship statuses. Thus, our review does not
include studies that focus on counts of family structural transitions without also detailing the
dimensions of family structures before or after a transition.

METHODS

Identifying literature

We employed scoping review procedures to identify and synthesize relevant literature. Scoping
reviews, although similar to systematic reviews (e.g., both incorporate rigorous and replicable
literature search protocols), are particularly optimal for determining “the scope or coverage of a
body of literature on a given topic …, as well as an overview of its focus” (Munn et al., 2018,
p. 2). Whereas systematic reviews are suitable when addressing a relatively narrow, specific,
and focused research question that is often intended to inform practice; scoping reviews aim to
more broadly identify, map, report, and discuss the characteristics of studies pertaining to a
general area of inquiry (Munn et al., 2018). Indeed, a central indication for the use of a scoping
review methodology is “to examine how research is conducted on a certain topic or field”
(Munn et al., 2018, p. 2)—a primary aim of our review. As a result, scoping reviews often do
not include formal assessments of research-design quality or bias, registration of a review proto-
col prior to the conduct of the review, or a formal synthesis of findings from individual studies
and the generation of summary findings (Munn et al., 2018).

Search terms

The following search string was used to identify relevant literature: (diverse family structure OR
family structure OR family composition [in title]) AND (well-being OR wellbeing OR health OR
adjustment OR functioning OR behavior OR problems OR achievement OR child outcomes
[in abstract]). As reflected in our search string, we intentionally sought studies self-identifying as
“family structure” research, allowing us to assess how researchers are conceptualizing and apply-
ing the term family structure in their work. [Correction added on 29 October 2021, after first
online publication: In the first sentence of the first paragraph in the Methods section and the first
sentence of the second paragraph in the Methods section,“identity” was updated to “identify”.]



Inclusion and exclusion criteria

The following inclusion criteria were employed: studies must (a) represent an empirical investi-
gation (i.e., analysis of quantitative or qualitative data) intended to identify the nature of associ-
ation between family structure and individual well-being; (b) be published in a peer-reviewed
journal; (c) be available in English; and (d) be published in 2000 or later. In terms of exclusion
criteria, the following types of articles were omitted from our review: (a) non-empirical articles
(e.g., book reviews, literature reviews, conceptual/theoretical articles); (b) studies focused on
identifying predictors of family structure; (c) studies focused exclusively on family-transition
counts as a correlate of well-being, rather than specific family structures; (d) psychometric stud-
ies (i.e., studies focused on establishing the reliability and validity of a particular measure);
(e) studies focused exclusively on perceptional differences between children and adults with
respect to family structure characteristics; (f) biomedical analyses of risks for genetic conditions
or disorders; and (g) studies only offering peripheral attention to family structure by assessing
the number of children in a household as a model covariate.

Study identification, screening, and selection

We incorporated the following four electronic databases into our search for relevant literature:
PsycINFO, Social Work Abstracts, Sociological Abstracts, and Social Services Abstracts. The
final search was conducted in August 2020, and all retrieved articles were entered into
Covidence, a web-based platform designed to support the conduct of rigorous literature
reviews. After removing duplicate records, our search yielded 476 potentially relevant articles.
The titles and abstracts of articles were then reviewed with respect to their alignment with our
inclusion criteria, resulting in 317 articles warranting full-text review. For efficiency, full-text
review and data extraction procedures were conducted simultaneously. That is, as each full text
was reviewed and determined to be relevant, pertinent data points were then extracted. To
begin, both authors reviewed and extracted data from the same 10 articles to determine rater
consistency (rater agreement of 96%), resolve any points of discrepancy or uncertainty, and
establish consensus. The remaining articles were then divided evenly between both authors for
full-text review and data extraction. The authors met together virtually throughout the full-text
review process to discuss any points of uncertainty and ensure consensus (this applied to
approximately 10 studies and pertained primarily to optimal strategies for identifying whether
studies captured information about outcome variation across family structures). The full-text
review yielded a final set of 283 relevant studies for inclusion in the scoping review (see Appen-
dix for list of included studies). The majority of studies were conducted in North America
(largely the United States and Canada; n = 186, 66%), followed by Europe (n = 52, 18%), Asia
(n = 18, 6%), Africa (n = 13, 5%), Australia (n = 8, 3%), and South America (n = 2, 1%). Four
studies used cross-continental data.

Data extraction

As informed by the stated aims of the scoping review, specific data points were extracted from
each relevant article, including: (a) sample size; (b) sample racial/ethnic composition;
(c) geographic location of study; (d) research questions or study aims; (e) whether theory was
used explicitly to frame the study (and if so, what theories); (f) the specific family structures
measured and analyzed; (g) whether family-structure transitions over time were measured and
analyzed; (h) whether stable, two-biological-parent families were positioned in analysis as the
reference point for other family structures; (i) whether sibling complexity was addressed in



measures of family structure (e.g., presence of biological siblings, half-siblings, or stepsiblings);
(j) specific measures of well-being; (k) whether well-being was measured for a child, adult, or
both; (l) whether longitudinal data were used in analyses; (m) the analytic approach used to
assess associations between family structure and well-being; (n) whether information was pro-
vided about continuous well-being outcome distributions across family structures
(e.g., standard deviations); and (o) key study findings.

RESULTS

Family structures assessed

In our scoping review of research examining linkages between family structure and well-being, the
family structures most commonly assessed were two-parent families broadly (n = 283, 100%) and
two-married-biological-parent families specifically (n = 270, 95%). With few exceptions, the nuclear
family structure was the family form to which others were compared. This trend was apparent
across time. Indeed, the percent of studies in our review using stable, biological two-parent fami-
lies as the reference group in analyses was 71%, 82%, 87%, and 72% respectively across
2000–2004, 2005–2009, 2010–2014, and 2015–2020 time-periods. Single-parent families were next
most common, assessed alongside two-parent families in 91% of reviewed studies (n = 257). In
fact, more than one-in-five articles in our review (n = 58, 20.1%) made well-being comparisons
between two-parent families and one-parent families. Only in 21 studies (7%) did researchers
include both single-mother and single-father families and distinguish between these family forms
in their analyses. Some studies further distinguished between single parents who were never
married, divorced, or widowed (e.g., Reneflot, 2011; Zilanawala, 2016). In two studies, researchers
distinguished between single parents who were dating and single parents who were not dating,
counting these as two distinct family groupings (Gibson-Davis, 2008; Zito & De Coster, 2016).

The next most common family structure studied was stepfamilies (n = 152, 54%). Though
researchers explicitly identified stepfamilies as a family structure in 54% of studies, many family
structure classifications (e.g., two-parent families, one biological parent families) likely included
stepfamilies in them. Twenty-nine studies (10%) distinguished between stepmother and stepfa-
ther families. Another 20% of studies (n = 56) assessed cohabiting families as a distinct family
structure, sometimes distinguishing between cohabiting biological-parent families and
cohabiting stepfamilies (e.g., Russell, Beckmeyer, & Su-Russell, 2018). Other distinct family
structures included grandparent families (n = 17), foster families (n = 10), monogamous families
(n = 10), polygamous or polygynous families (n = 10), extended families (n = 9), and same-sex
parent families (n = 3). One study assessed multiple-birth families (i.e., families with twins,
triplets, etc.) as a distinct family form. [Correction added on 29 October 2021, after first online
publication: polyamorous was changed to polygamous.]

Most measures of family structure focused on (a) parents’ marital status by grouping chil-
dren on the basis of whether their parents were single, married, cohabiting, divorced, remarried,
and so forth, or (b) the nature of children’s relationships to adults in the household by grouping
children on the basis of whether their caregivers were biological parents, grandparents, or foster
parents. Very few studies used measures of family structure that accounted for children’s rela-
tionships to non-adult family members in the household, such as siblings, half-siblings, or ste-
psiblings. Only nine studies in our review (3.2%) accounted for sibling complexity (i.e., the
presence of half-siblings or stepsiblings in the household) in their measures of family structure
(e.g., Brown et al., 2015; Nilsen et al., 2019).

Studies varied on the extent to which they used static versus fluid measures of family struc-
ture. Fewer than one-in-five studies (n = 51, 18%) measured transitions between family struc-
tures over time. Figure 1 shows the diverse approaches taken to measuring family structure in



our review. The most common approach was the static approach, whereby participants were
classified by a single variable into distinct family groupings at one point in time (e.g., two-bio-
logical-parent families, single-parent families, and stepfamilies) The piecewise approach also
was a measurement of family structure at one point in time, but these studies used multiple vari-
ables to assess various elements of family structure like a switchboard, where that family char-
acteristic was either present or not (e.g., adults in the household being married; presence of
children in the household). The proportional approach assessed, either prospectively or
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F I GURE 1 Visualizations of approaches used to measure family structure. aStudies employing only a transition-
binary approach or transition-count approach were not included in the scoping review per exclusion criteria; the
approaches are illustrated here because of their frequent application in combination with other approaches



retrospectively, the proportion of a particular developmental period (or number of years) that
children spent living in a specific family structure. Other approaches identified were dynamic
approaches, which assessed change in participants’ family structure over time to identify distinct
family-structure trajectories. Also focused on family transitions were transition-binary
approaches, which distinguished between participants who had ever or had never experienced a
family-structure transition, and transition-count approaches, which assessed the cumulative
number of structural transitions ever experienced. Per our exclusion criteria, studies employing
only transition-binary or transition-count approaches were not included in our review, but we
describe them here because of their frequent application in combination with other approaches.
Finally, the latent-class approach was illustrated in one identified study (Harcourt & Adler-
Baeder, 2016), whereby latent family-structure patterns among sample members were probabi-
listically derived across a range of family-structure variables.

With an understanding of which family structures have been studied and how they have
been measured, we turn now to the analytic approaches applied in testing hypotheses about
family structure.

Analytic approaches

Figure 2 illustrates the various analytic approaches represented across studies in the scoping
review. Whereas some studies incorporated one approach (n = 151, 53%), others incorporated
two approaches (n = 107, 38%), three approaches (n = 23, 8%), or even four approaches (n = 1,
0.4%). As shown in Figure 2, we have assigned tentative labels to each approach for quick refer-
ence and accessibility (i.e., Approach A–Approach G). Approach A features family structure as
a direct correlate of well-being—an approach represented in the vast majority of studies
(n = 245, 87%). Many of the studies using this approach included various sociodemographic
and family-process covariates in an effort to more precisely estimate the association between
family structure and well-being. Very few studies addressed possible selection effects rigorously,
using methods such as propensity score matching or weighting, among others (Cid &
Stokes, 2013). Approach A is limited to research questions focused on whether well-being differ-
ences are observed between particular family structures. Analyses of this sort are not equipped
to identify the mechanisms by which such differences might emerge, marking them as having
limited utility from a practical standpoint. That is, studies employing Approach A can assess
whether well-being differences are observed between particular family structures but cannot
assess why or how such differences manifest.

Approach B, on the other hand, features family structure as an indirect correlate of well-
being via mediating variables. This mediation approach was represented in nearly one-fourth of
the studies included in the scoping review (n = 65, 23%). Analyses of this sort aim to test
hypotheses about the mechanisms that plausibly associate family structure with well-being.
Some studies were quite rigorous in the assessment of mediational pathways between family
structure and well-being, using theory to test and compare competing hypotheses about plausi-
ble mediators (e.g., Bernardi et al., 2019; Carlson & Corcoran, 2001; Zito, 2015). Common
mediators assessed include measures of family resources, parenting practices, and other family
processes. A key strength of Approach B is that it facilitates understanding of why or how well-
being differences are observed between particular family structures, rather than focusing solely
on whether such differences are observed.

Also building on Approach A, Approach C identifies the conditions under which family
structure appears to be associated with well-being. Said another way, Approach C examines
moderators of the direct association between family structure and well-being. Nearly one-third
of studies included in the scoping review incorporated Approach C (n = 87, 31%). Although this
approach shares some of the limitations inherent in Approach A, it offers a more nuanced
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assessment and understanding of associations between family structure and well-being. Individ-
ual characteristics; such as racial/ethnic identity, nationality, and sex; were commonly specified
moderators of associations between family structure and well-being (e.g., Areba et al., 2018;
McConley et al., 2011; Takeda et al., 2004; Troxel et al., 2014). Other studies assessed measures
of family resources (e.g., social support, household income) as moderators (e.g., Ryan
et al., 2015). Because scholars have noted that emphasizing family structure can mask racial
stratification in family research (Cross, 2020; Williams, 2017, 2019), positioning racial/ethnic
identity as a moderator of the association between family structure and well-being could signal
efforts to mitigate this important issue.

A very small number of studies incorporated Approach D (n = 3, 1%), which assesses mod-
erators of the indirect association between family structure and well-being (i.e., moderated
mediation; Broman et al., 2008; Cross, 2020; Rees, 2017). This approach specifies a model by
which associations between family structure and well-being are hypothesized to occur via a
mediating variable, and another variable is specified as a moderator of this mediational path-
way. As a result, Approach D combines the strengths of Approach B and Approach C by
highlighting (a) how and why well-being differences are observed between particular family
structures, as well as (b) under what conditions these observations hold.

Rather than assessing other variables as moderators of the direct association between family
structure and well-being (i.e., Approach C), Approach E features family structure as a moderator
of the direct association between another variable and well-being. This approach was represen-
ted in 12% of the studies included in the scoping review (n = 35). Common correlates of well-
being in these models included measures of family processes (e.g., communication, involvement,
closeness, parenting, relationship quality; Beckmeyer & Russell, 2018; Carlson, 2006; Leiber
et al., 2009; Levin & Currie, 2010; Russell, Beckmeyer, & Su-Russell, 2018), family resources
(e.g., income, social capital; Flouri et al., 2016; Shriner et al., 2010), and individual characteris-
tics (e.g., parent mental health, gender identity, youth assets; Oman et al., 2007; Schleider
et al., 2014; Tyrell et al., 2019). Approach F, represented in less than 1% of the studies in the
scoping review (n = 2; Gayles et al., 2009; King et al., 2018), expands upon Approach E by
assessing family structure as a moderator of the indirect association between another variable
and well-being via a mediating variable (i.e., moderated mediation).

Although very scarce among studies included in the scoping review, one study (Kang & Cohen,
2017) incorporated Approach G, which assesses one aspect of family structure (e.g., number of par-
ents present in household) as a moderator of the association between another aspect of family
structure (e.g., number of extended family members in household) and well-being. Thus, Approach
G examines how features of family structure interact with each other to exert influence on well-
being.

Distribution-overlap perspective

Another important consideration with respect to analytic approaches used in this literature is
whether researchers have attended to well-being variation within family structures in addition to
well-being variation between family structures. Information about outcome variation within
family structures is critical to understanding the extent to which outcome distributions across
family structures overlap. Previous research suggests family structures can yield disparate mag-
nitudes of variability in well-being (Hetherington & Elmore, 2003). As a result, focusing solely
on mean levels of well-being across family structures can oversimplify or exaggerate apparent
group differences, overlook meaningful similarities, and fail to acknowledge the proportion of
individuals within a particular family structure who are faring well (or at least no worse than
members of other groups; Amato, 2012). Among the 269 studies with continuous outcome



variables (whereby outcome variation can be estimated), 20% reported outcome variation
(e.g., standard deviations), in addition to outcome means, across family structures.

Use of theory

“A body of empirical knowledge is just a pile of findings … Without theories, we cannot deter-
mine how and why things happen the way they do” (White et al., 2018, p. 14). The majority of
studies in our review (63%) were atheoretical. We coded a study as atheoretical if the authors
did not explicitly identify a theory or perspective that framed their research questions or
hypotheses pertaining to family structure. This somewhat conservative measure for capturing
theory was used to sensitize us to clarity and precision of theoretical application, distinguishing
approaches that were “stated clearly, specifically, and [left] nothing implied” from those that
contained “implicit (underlying or unstated)” assumptions (Allen & Henderson, 2016, p. 13).

Atheoretical studies, though diverse in their specific research inquiries, were remarkably
consistent in their framing of research questions and hypotheses. Across disciplines and sub-
fields, family structures that differed from the nuclear family (e.g., single-parent families, step-
families) were predicted to engender negative outcomes for family members. In place of theory,
researchers pointed to previous findings showing worse outcomes for children and adults in
non-nuclear family forms to justify their hypotheses.

When theory was used, it was used almost exclusively as a basis for explaining why the two-
parent nuclear family would promote best outcomes for its members and why other family
structures would be problematic for individual well-being. Most frequently used were resource
and investment theories (n = 44), which proposed that two-biological-parent families fare best
because they have greater financial, material, and emotional resources than other family forms.
In short, these studies argued that “deficits of socioeconomic resources and parental involve-
ment are the key disadvantages that children from alternative families experience,” and these
deficits largely explain lower levels of well-being (Wu et al., 2015, p. 205). Similarly, stress and
instability theories (n = 35) proposed that parents and children who experience family-structure
transitions and accompanying changes (e.g., in residence, routines, family roles) are likely to
experience elevated levels of family stress, strain and conflict, thus placing them at higher risk
for negative outcomes. Also used were social learning theories (n = 22), which suggested that
family transitions put parents at risk for delinquent and problematic behavior (or are the result
of delinquent or problematic behavior), thus affecting children in single-parent families or step-
families who model adults’ conduct. A close relative of social learning theories was inter-
generational transmission theories (n = 5), which proposed that negative traits or experiences
among parents (e.g., conflict, divorce) would pass down to children.

Other, more broad theoretical approaches were also applied. For instance, life course theo-
ries (n = 15) were used to justify the decision to measure either (a) family-structure transitions
(as opposed to static measures of family structure), and/or (b) the timing of family change, with
the assumption that children are more vulnerable to family transitions during some develop-
mental periods compared to others. In addition, ecological theories (n = 11) were used to
emphasize (a) families as key proximal environments for children, and (b) family structure spe-
cifically as a key factor in the proximal processes affecting child outcomes. These frameworks
were generally accompanied by explanations that not all family structures yield similar out-
comes. For example: “Family structure is a salient factor in the proximal environment, with
some types of family structure often co-occurring with maternal depression” (McConley
et al., 2011, p. 345). Finally, 11 studies used structural functionalist theories (e.g., father absence
framework, broken homes hypothesis, family structure perspective) to frame their investiga-
tions. These frameworks aligned with aforementioned theories (e.g., resource and investment
theories) in that they proposed that certain family structures (namely single-parent families)



lacked the resources and/or parenting capacity of two-biological-parent families, but their
emphasis was more explicitly on the value of adhering to a specific role structure in families
(i.e., that of the nuclear family) to avoid structural “deficiencies” that produce negative out-
comes. For instance, studies cited J. S. Coleman (1988) who proposed that “[t]he most promi-
nent element of structural deficiency in modern families is the single parent family” (p. S111).
To be sure, all deficit-comparison research designs driven by the underlying assumption that
family members in non-nuclear family structures fare worse than their counterparts are driven
by structural functionalism, but these studies named it explicitly.

Though some scholars grounded their research questions in an overarching framework,
more often, scholars described the above theories in multiples, offering a smorgasbord of theo-
retical possibilities as to why family structure should impact well-being (e.g., economic
resources, parental time and attention, family conflict and stress, and social selection;
Magnuson & Berger, 2009). Regardless of the number or types of theories applied, their thread
of commonality was clear. Many investigations presumed, with or without theory, that two-bio-
logical-parent families would exceed other family forms in their ability to bolster outcomes for
parents and youth.

Conceptualizations of well-being

In assessing the impact of family structure on individual outcomes, scholars focused on six domains
of well-being: academic outcomes (e.g., educational attainment, achievement scores, grade retention,
college attendance); physical health outcomes (e.g., cardiovascular health, body mass index [BMI],
consumption and exercise patterns, immunization status, child maltreatment, early life mortality);
mental health outcomes (e.g., depressive symptoms, anxiety, psychological distress, emotional prob-
lems, self-esteem, suicidal ideation); behavioral outcomes (e.g., aggression, delinquency, substance
use, early sexual debut, number of sexual partners); socioeconomic outcomes (e.g., household
income, family income-to-needs ratio, food insecurity, receipt of public assistance), and relational
outcomes (e.g., family relationship quality, adolescent relationship status, teenage cohabitation,
adult marriage and divorce patterns). Studies with infant and early childhood samples tended to
focus on physical health outcomes (e.g., infant mortality, childhood vaccination, body mass index),
whereas studies with school-aged children tended to focus on academic (e.g., reading and math
scores) and behavioral outcomes (e.g., hyperactivity-inattention). For adolescents, researchers pri-
marily studied family structure in connection with academic (e.g., grade poing average, college
expectations, dropout status), behavioral (e.g., substance use, early sex and pregnancy, delin-
quency), and mental health outcomes (e.g., psychological distress, depressive symptoms, self-
esteem), with occasional focus on physical health (e.g., eating and sleeping patterns) and relational
outcomes (e.g., romantic relationship status, peer networks). When the impact of family structure
on well-being was studied among adults, researchers conceptualized well-being primarily as mental
health (e.g., psychological distress, maternal depression, parenting stress) and physical health
(e.g., pain, fatigue, sleep disturbance).

The overwhelming focus in these studies was on problems and pathology. Consistent with
the theoretical framings of these studies, researchers investigated the extent to which non-
nuclear family structures would put individuals at risk for a variety of negative outcomes. Only
five studies (1.8 % of reviewed studies) explicitly measured positive aspects of well-being: two
investigations explored prosocial behavior (e.g., charitable giving and volunteering; Bandy &
Ottoni-Wilhelm, 2012; Ottoni-Wilhelm & Bandy, 2013) and three studies explored positive
developmental outcomes (e.g., youth flourishing, psychosocial maturity, positive friendship net-
work, school bonding; Beckmeyer & Russell, 2018; Beckmeyer et al., 2020; Russell,
Beckmeyer, & Su-Russell, 2018).



DISCUSSION

The diversification of family forms over the last half century has sparked considerable social,
political, and empirical interest. Despite the many efforts to understand the impact of family
structure on well-being, little explicit attention has been given to the methods researchers use to
pursue these questions. Our review highlights a number of methodological and theoretical
trends in this literature that warrant closer examination.

New methodological directions

As noted earlier, one objective of our review was to assess how researchers are conceptualizing
family structure (i.e., what types of families are being represented by this term?). Overwhelm-
ingly, family structure appears to be synonymous with parents’ marital status; researchers often
are referring to two-married-biological-parent families, single-parent families, and stepfamilies
when they use this term, despite that many other family forms exist (some of which were cap-
tured in our review). For example, although many studies have compared children raised in
sexual-and-gender-minority-parent families to children in cisgender-heterosexual-parent fami-
lies (see Reczek, 2020 for a review), our review shows that these studies are very rarely framed
as family-structure research. Although many different characteristics of a family’s makeup could
be featured in these studies, parental marital status appears to receive primacy.

Conceptualizations of family structure that center the role of marriage in describing family
reinforce Eurocentric definitions of kin (i.e., definitions that favor a white, European-settler
view of the world; Sanner & Jensen, 2021). For one, white European settlers and their descen-
dants have historically held more narrow definitions of family based on marriage and biological
ties than many historically oppressed groups, such as Black and Indigenous populations
(Sanner & Jensen, 2021). Current measures of family structure illustrated in this literature
largely are not representative of the many groups and cultures that have historically embodied
more fluid and comprehensive definitions of family. Equally problematic is that the returns of
marriage and family structure have been found to vary across racialized groups; for example,
white children benefit more from two-parent families than Black children (Cross, 2020). By
defining family structure as marital status, researchers draw upon definitions of family found to
matter more for white youth than Black, Hispanic, or Indigenous youth.

One way in which researchers could broaden conceptualizations of family structure is by
attending to non-adult family members in children’s households, such as siblings, half-siblings,
or stepsiblings. Only 9 of the 283 studies in our review accounted for sibling complexity as a fea-
ture of family structure. Given recent evidence that accounting for sibling complexity has been
found to better predict children’s outcomes than parents’ marital status alone (e.g., Brown
et al., 2015; Harcourt et al., 2015), researchers should consider adopting more expansive and
accurate measures of household composition. At the very least, we urge researchers to move
beyond reductive comparisons between one-parent families and two-parent families, which
remain relatively common (21.2% of studies in our review). Crude groupings of family structure
strip away meaningful nuance that distinguishes people’s family realities. Adopting expansive
measurements of family structure would both honor participants’ lived experiences and allow
researchers to better understand how unique family structures may yield unique outcomes.

In doing so, we hope that researchers will better attend to the evolving nature of children’s
living arrangements. Our review shows that static approaches to assessing family structure are
prominent. Although life course estimates suggest that children experience an average of one
family structure transition by age 12, and over a quarter experience an average of two or more
transitions by age 12 (Brown et al., 2016), only 19% of studies assessed transitions in family
structure from one time-point to another. We caution, however, against measures of family-



structure transitions that merely count the number of transitions as opposed to attending to the
types of transitions children have experienced; researchers have noted the capacity of varying
types of structural transitions to yield differential impacts on outcomes (Hadfield et al., 2018;
Lee & McLanahan, 2015).

Still, there are promising examples of more nuanced assessments of family structure in
recent years. Rare but noteworthy attempts have been made to broaden conceptualizations of
family structure; that is, to move beyond parents’ marital status and account for the presence of
other family members in the household (e.g., siblings, extended kin; Brown et al., 2015; Causey
et al., 2015). In addition, studies examining family-structure trajectories captured impressive
heterogeneity in children’s movement across family forms, with some commendable attention
to how the timing of these transitions matters for child outcomes (e.g., Ottoni-Wilhelm &
Bandy, 2013; Slade et al., 2017). Finally, some researchers are using multiple complementary or
competing approaches to better understand the nature of the relationship between family struc-
ture and well-being. For example, studies employed dynamic approaches in combination with
proportional approaches and transition-count approaches to determine if time spent in various
family structures or the number of structural transitions better explained outcomes relative to
family-structure trajectories alone (e.g., Cavanagh, 2008; Tillman, 2007). In any case, we
acknowledge the constraints of existing data (e.g., cross-sectional data, limited information
about family-structure characteristics) with which researchers must contend when studying fam-
ily structure as a key variable of interest.

We also see opportunities for advancing the sophistication of analytic approaches used to
study family structure. Of the seven approaches that are represented in this literature, the
approach most frequently utilized by researchers is Approach A, where family structure is ana-
lyzed as a direct correlate of well-being. Because Approach A can only assess whether well-being
differences are observed between family structures, but not why or how these differences exist,
we recommend that Approach A be applied sparingly, and if so, be applied with a high degree
of intentionality, rationale, and theoretical guidance. Instead, we encourage more use of
Approach B, which allows researchers to identify why or how family structure is associated with
well-being by testing mediational pathways. To the extent that analyzed mediators are mallea-
ble in nature, or subject to influence, studies incorporating this analytic approach can begin to
highlight possible intervention targets for policies, programs, and family life education.
Approach C, which identifies for whom or under what conditions family structure exerts influence
on well-being, also would advance a more nuanced agenda of family-structure research. Even
better, Approach D positions researchers to identify both why and under what conditions family
structure matters for child outcomes.

Though used infrequently, we consider Approach E and Approach F to be very promising
analytic approaches that warrant application in future research. Multiple group comparison
analysis in a structural equation modeling framework could be a suitable method for apply-
ing these approaches (as well as Approach D). Foremost, Approach E and Approach F intro-
duce the advantages of within-group analyses of family structures by assessing direct or
indirect correlates of well-being distinctly within each included family structure. As a result,
findings from these models can highlight for which family structures certain variables exert
influence on well-being. Information of this sort can inform the development of intervention
strategies aimed at supporting the well-being of individuals embedded within various family
structures.

Approach G, which examines how specific features of family structure interact with each
other to exert influence on well-being, also offers a promising direction for future research.
Researchers should consider applying this approach to enrich our understanding of family
structure as a complex and nuanced developmental context for parents and children. We also
believe finite mixture modeling could be applied with greater frequency in this literature. For
instance, researchers could apply finite mixture modeling to identify latent classes within



samples marked by particular patterns of family processes—patterns that could be associated
with aspects of family structure and well-being. This approach was not represented in the scop-
ing review, but we believe it could enrich our understanding of complex patterns of family pro-
cesses and their interface with family structure and well-being.

Finally, we strongly recommend that researchers explicitly report, display, or model out-
come variation across the family structures represented in their studies—an approach we
refer to as the distribution-overlap perspective. Reporting only mean levels of well-being
across family structures without discussing the extent to which outcome distributions over-
lap across family structures can reinforce exaggerated narratives about differences between
family structures. Data visualization techniques might prove beneficial on this front. For
instance, Nilsen et al. (2019) used raincloud plots to intricately visualize outcome variation
across family structures. Histograms, kernel density plots, box plots, and other parsimoni-
ous data visualization tools could also be instructive.

Statistical techniques could also be implemented, such as the distribution-free overlapping
index (Pastore & Calcagnì, 2019). The distribution-free overlapping index is used to quantify simi-
larities (η) or differences (1 � η) between empirical distributions and serves as an alternative mea-
sure of effect size (e.g., Cohen’s d), where a value of 1 for η indicates perfect distributional overlap
between groups, and a value of 0 indicates perfect distributional separation between groups
(Pastore & Calcagnì, 2019). Importantly, the overlapping index does not make any assumptions
about the distributional form of the focal variable, so it can be applied flexibly. Statistical tech-
niques such as these can enrich investigations of well-being differences across family structures by
more fully accounting for the distributional form of well-being measures in the particular family
structures being compared. At the very least, studies incorporating continuous outcome measures
should report measures of outcome dispersion for each family structure included in the analysis,
allowing readers to discern, even if informally, distributional overlap between groups.

New theoretical directions

One clear theme of our review is that the “nuclear family as best” ideology described by
Smith (1993) and critiqued by Letiecq (2019) is pervasive to this literature. Many scholars con-
tinue to presuppose that living in a two-biological-parent family is best for children and adults.
The fact that so many reviewed studies were atheoretical warrants reflection. Theory is highly
regarded in the family science discipline. When scoring proposal submissions, reviewers for
national conferences are required to evaluate their strength of theoretical support. Although
not all articles in our scoping review were published in family science journals, many were, and
the absence of clear theoretical underpinnings to frame investigations of family structure begs
the question: Is the assumed superiority of the nuclear family so strong that theory is rendered
unnecessary? Is it a theoretical proposition so widely internalized that its absence on paper goes
unnoticed? We encourage consumers of family-structure research to ponder these possibilities.
The inherent and unchallenged bias toward the nuclear family model looms large in this
literature.

Beyond a call for more explicit application of the theories and assumptions driving these
investigations, we see opportunities for shifting theoretical foci more broadly. Specifically,
prominent theories in this field remain focused on family-level explanations as to why family
structure may shape individual outcomes (e.g., resources, parenting, stress), with a lack of atten-
tion to how broader social systems have created family-level disparities. In other words, family-
structure research tends to disconnect micro-level phenomena from their macro-level catalysts.
Perhaps in no way is this more evident than in the tendency to study family structure separate
from racial, gendered, and socioeconomic power. For example, although there are clear racial
and ethnic differences in trends of marriage and childbearing (e.g., the two-parent nuclear



family often upheld as best for well-being is disproportionately white), family structure is gener-
ally studied and discussed in non-racialized contexts, with little or no attention to how systemic
racism has created racial differences in family structure or how the impact of family structure is
not equal across racialized groups (Cross, 2020; Williams, 2017, 2019).

Research on family structure is ripe with opportunity to utilize theories that move beyond
family-level explanations of why families struggle or thrive to confront socially structured privi-
lege and oppression; that is, to connect family-structure research to the discussion of how and
why our systems, laws, and policies have been designed to benefit some family structures to the
disadvantage and exclusion of others (Letiecq, 2019; Russell, Coleman, & Ganong., 2018). As
illustrated, extant research is predominantly guided by variants of structural functionalism
(named or unnamed) that favor homeostatic equilibrium in families, or the maintenance of the
two-parent family as optimal for children and society. We see opportunities for moving away
from these well-worn approaches toward theories that offer more critical and holistic perspec-
tives of how, why, for whom, and under what conditions family structure exerts influence on
well-being. Critical theories (e.g., critical race theory, feminist theory, queer theory,
intersectional perspectives) are well positioned for guiding more contextualized analyses of fam-
ily structure that connect family-level differences to their broader systemic precursors. Inter-
locking systems of oppression are the proverbial “elephant in the room” in family-structure
research. We hope scholars will embrace theoretical frameworks that help them address the ele-
phant and explore its role in shaping family-structure influences.

Finally, just as we would like to see researchers broaden their conceptualizations of family
structure, we encourage broadened conceptualizations of well-being. Specifically, opportunities
are ripe for shifting focus from problems and pathology to resilience and functionality. Less
than 2% of studies in our review measured positive aspects of well-being. Our collective under-
standing of family-structure effects is invariably skewed, with greater attention being placed on
negative outcomes relative to positive outcomes. Positive outcomes almost certainly co-exist
with challenges, and researchers should pursue more nuanced and comprehensive investigations
of family structure as a complex developmental context. Outcomes such as prosocial behavior
(Ottoni-Wilhelm & Bandy, 2013) and youth flourishing (Beckmeyer et al., 2020) are noteworthy
examples, as are emerging concepts such as grit (i.e., the tendency to pursue goals with persever-
ance) and growth mindset (i.e., the belief that abilities are malleable rather than fixed; Park
et al., 2020). Such shifts will enable scholars to foreground correlates, antecedents, and pro-
cesses related to the positive outcomes we often seek to promote among individuals and fami-
lies, as well as spur theoretical development that more accurately depicts family-structure
realities, contextualizes existing differences, and moves us beyond a nuclear family bias.

CONCLUSIONS

As family structures diversify, there is considerable and well-placed interest in understanding
associations between family structure and well-being. Despite the scope and progress of this lit-
erature, results from our scoping review suggest that research has not yet realized its potential
in generating understanding of family structure as a complex and nuanced developmental con-
text for parents and children—a context that is embedded within a larger web of social systems.
Although there remain some stagnant trends in the corpus of family-structure research, we see
exciting possibilities for rethinking approaches for understanding contemporary families. Much
could be gained from incorporating and expanding upon some of the nuanced and innovative
approaches—both theoretical and analytical—that we have offered in this article, among
others. Efforts to bolster family-structure research ultimately should seek to enrich our under-
standing of the ways in which family structure fits into a larger set of social forces that shape
contemporary families and the well-being of its members.
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